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Abstract: Unlike the digital images, Khalimsky digital spaces have topological structures in addition to their adjacency relations. The
construction of their digital singular homology groups is given in [23]. The functorial properties of digital singular homology theory
allow us to characterize and classify the digital spaces. Inalgebraic topology, additivity and excision axioms are oneof Eilenberg-
Steenrod axioms in homology theory and in this paper, we check their validity for digital singular homology theory.
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1 Introduction

The main purpose of the digital topology is to study and characterize the properties of digital images by using the
concept of topological properties. The tools for this purpose are the digital algebraic notions derived from the notions in
algebraic topology. The first attempt was from Rosenfeld [20]. He introduced the notion of continuity for functions
between digital images. Later, Boxer [7] extends the results of Rosenfeld’s by introducing a digital fundamental group
based on digitally continuous functions and the digital homotopy and examines the digital fundamental group of
unbounded digital images [6].

Another tool to classify the digital images is to compute their simplicial homology groups. Arslan et al.[3] introduce the
digital simplicial homology groups ofn-dimensional digital images and it is developed by Boxer, Karaca and Oztel [9].
The validity of Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for the digital simplicial homology groups are investigated by Karaca and
Ege [11]. The last tool is the digital singular homology theory based on a continuous functions from standardn-simplex
to the digital Khalimsky space [23]. By Khalimsky topology is onZn, the digital images are represented by locally finite
T0-topological spaces and it has been studied by many authors.Erik Melin [18] has given the classification for the subset
of Khalimskyn-spaceA⊂ Z

n where the continuous functions fromA to the Khalimsky lineZ can be extended toZn. He
has also studied digital manifolds which are locally homeomorphic to Khalimsky manifolds [19]. To consider the
topological spaces of Khalimsky spaces by their corresponding algebraical structures, Karaca and Vergili [23] introduce
the notions of the standard digitaln-simplexes, digital singular chain complex and define the digital singular homology
groups of Khalimsky spaces. They state that the dimension axiom holds and the digital singular homology theory is a
functor from the category KDTC of KD-topological spaces to the category Ab of abelian groups.

In this paper, we develop the digital singular homology theory for Khalimsky spaces. We show that in each dimension,
the digital singular homology group of a Khalimsky space is adirect sum of the digital singular homology groups of its
path components. This property is known asadditivity. Further, to check the validity of excision axiom for digital
Khalimsky spaces, we construct the digital relative homology groups for the pair(X,A) whereX is a digital Khalimsky
space andA is a subset ofX. The excision axiom allow us to compute the digital homologygroups of a(X,A) in a less
effort.
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2 Preliminaries

Let Z denote the set of integers andX ⊂ Z
m for some positive integerm. The adjacency relation for the subsetX is as

follows [6]: Let l ,m be positive integers, 1≤ l ≤ m and two distinct pointsp= (p1, p2, . . . , pm), q= (q1,q2, . . . ,qm) in
X, p and q are kl -adjacent if there are at mostl distinct coordinatesj for which |p j − q j | = 1, and for all other
coordinatesj, p j = q j . We call the pair(X,κℓ), (or (X,κ) for short), as a digital image.

Let κ be an adjacency relation defined onX ⊂ Z
m and p ∈ X. Then the point inX which is κ-adjacent top is called a

κ-neighborof p [14]. Let q be another point inX. Then the sequence{p0, p1, . . . , ps} of points inX is called theκ-path
between the pointsp andq if p= p0, q= ps andpi andpi+1 areκ-adjacent [14] in X.

Denoteℓκ(p,q) as the length of a shortestκ-path betweenp andq. (Takeℓκ(p,q) = ∞ if no κ-path between the pointsp
andq exists.)

Let
Nκ(p,ε) := {q∈ X : ℓκ(p,q)≤ ε}∪{p}

whereε ∈ N [12].

We define a topology onZ. For an integern, let

B(n) =

{
{n}, if n is odd

{n−1,n,n+1}, if n is even.

Then the topology onZ generated by the basis

B = {B(n) : n∈ Z}

is calledKhalimsky digital line topology[15].

The topology onZm for m> 1 is considered as a product topology where the base system is

B = {
m

∏
i=1

B(ni) : eachB(ni) is a basis inZ}

and for the subset(X,κ) of Zm, the topology ofX inherited fromZ
m has the basis

B = {X∩
m

∏
i=1

B(ni) : eachB(ni) is a basis inZ}.

We will denote such spaces by(Xm,κ ,τX).

If (Xm1,κ1,τX) is a Khalimsky space andx is a point in(Xm,κ ,τX), then a neighborhood ofx is a subsetUx of X that
includes an open setG containingx. Let (Xm1,κ1,τX) and (Ym2,κ2,τY) be Khalimsky spaces. The mapf : X → Y is
continuous at x[13] if for all open subsetsU f (x) of Y, f−1(U f (x)) is an open subset ofX containingx.

Definition 1.[13] Let (Xm1,κ1,τX) and(Ym2,κ2,τY) be Khalimsky spaces and f: X →Y be a map. Then f is KD-(κ1,κ2)

continuous at x, if

(i) f is continuous at x; and
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(ii) for any Nκ2( f (x),ε) ⊂Y, there is Nκ1(x,δ )⊂ X such that f(Nκ1(x,δ )) ⊂ Nκ2( f (x),ε), whereε,δ ∈N,

A KD-(κ1,κ2) continuous map f is KD-(κ1,κ2) continuous at any point x in X. Further a KD-(κ1,κ2)-continuous bijective
map with a KD-(κ2,κ1)-continuous inverse is called aKD-(κ1,κ2)-isomorphism[13].

Let (Xm1,κ1,τX) be a Khalimsky space andx1,x2 ∈ X. If there exist an integerm and a KD-(2,κ1) continuous map
γ : [0,m]Z → X such thatγ(0) = x1 andγ(1) = x2, thenγ is called the path betweenx1 andx2. If there exists a path
function between any two points inX, then we say thatX is path connected.

For the digital singular homology theory, we need the notionof n-simplex. Let (X,κ) be a digital image. For the
nonempty subsetSof X, we call the memberss of Sas thesimplicesof (X,κ) [22] if the following two statements hold

(i) if p andq are two distinct points ofS, then they areκ-adjacent,
(ii) if s∈ Sand /06= t ⊂ s, thent ∈ S.

If the number of elements ofS is n+1, thenS is called ann-simplex.

We consider some special points inZn [23]. For n ≥ 0 let e0 = (0, ...,0) and for 1< i ≤ n, let ei = (i1, i2, ..., in) where
components ofei are defined by

im =

{
1, if m≤ i

0, if m> i.

Denote the digital standardn-simplex inZn spanned by the pointse0,e1, ...,en as

∆n = [e0,e1, ...,en].

Fig. 1: The illustrations for∆0,∆1,∆2,∆3 respectively.

We take the topology on∆n as a Khalimsky topology inherited fromZn.

Definition 2.[23] The linear ordering e0 < e1 < ... < en on its vertices is called the orientation of∆n = [e0,e1, ...,en].
Also, the induced orientation of its faces defined by orienting the ith face

(−1)i[e0, ..., êi , ...,en]

whereêi is considered as it is deleted and−[e0, ..., êi , ...,en] is the ith face with orientation opposite to the one with the
vertices ordered as e0 < e1 < ... < en.

Definition 3.[23] Let (Xm,κ ,τX) be a Khalimsky digital space. The KD-(3n−1,κ)-continuous map

σn : ∆n → X
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is called a digital singular n-simplex in X.

The set of all digital singularn-simplexes ofX form a basis for the free abelian groupSn(X) for n≥ 0. The elements of
Sn(X) are calledthe digital singular n-chains.

Definition 4.[23] Let εi := εn
i : ∆n−1 → ∆n be the map such that it maps the vertices to vertices and preserve the orderings

as:
εn

0 : (t0, t1, ..., tn−1) 7→ (0, t0, ..., tn−1)

εn
i : (t0, t1, ..., tn−1) 7→ (t0, ..., ti−1,0, ti , ..., tn−1) i ≥ 1.

We callεi as ith face map.

Let (Xm,κ ,τX) be a Khalimsky space. Then the boundary ofσn ∈ Sn(X) is

∂nσn =
n

∑
j=0

(−1) jσnεn
j ∈ Sκ

n−1(X)

and if n= 0, define∂0σn = 0. Note that forn≥ 0, ∂n is a linear map and it can be extended to a unique homomorphism
calledthe boundary operators

∂n : Sn(X)→ Sn−1(X)

with

∂nσn =
n

∑
j=0

(−1) jσnεn
j

for every singular digitaln-simplexσn in X [23].

Definition 5.[23] For each digital space(Xm,κ ,τX), a sequence of free abelian groups and homomorphisms

...
∂n+1

// Sn(X)
∂n

// Sn−1(X)
∂n−1

// ...
∂2

// S1(X)
∂1

// S0(X)
∂0

// 0

called the digital singular complexof the digital space(Xm,κ ,τX) and it is denoted by S∗(X).

Theorem 1.[23] For all n ≥ 0, we have∂n∂n+1 = 0.

For a digital space(Xm,κ ,τX), the group of the digital singularn-cylesis

Zn(X) := Ker ∂n

and the group of the digital singularn-boundariesis

Bn(X) := Im ∂n+1.

Note thatBn(X)⊂ Zn(X)⊂ Sn(X) for eachn≥ 0 and therefore we can consider the quotients

Hn(X) :=
Zn(X)

Bn(X)

calledthe nth digital singular homology groupof a Khalimsky spaceX (see [23]).

Theorem 2.[23] Let X = {x} be a one point space inZm. Then for all n> 0, Hn(X) = 0.
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Theorem 3.[23] Let X = {a= (0,0),b= (1,0),c= (1,1)} ⊂ Z
2. Then the digital singular homology groups of X up to

the dimension2 are as follows:

H0(X)∼= Z, H1(X) = 0, H2(X) = 0.

Let (Xm1,κ1,τX) and(Ym2,κ2,τY) be two spaces andf : X →Y be a KD-(κ1,κ2)-continuous map. Forn≥ 0, if σn ∈ Sn(X)

then f ◦σn ∈ Sn(Y). If we extendf by linearity of singular digitaln-simplexes inX, we have a homomorphism

f♯ : Sn(X)→ Sn(Y), f♯(∑sσnσn) = ∑sσn( f ◦σn)

wheresσn ∈ Z (see [23]).

Note that
f♯(Zn(X))⊂ Zn(Y) and f♯(Bn(X))⊂ Bn(Y).

The KD-topological category KDTC consists of the objects as(Xn,κ ,τX)’s and morphisms as
KD-(κ1,κ2)-continuous functions.

Theorem 4.[23] For each n≥ 0, Hn : KDTC → Ab is a functor.

Corollary 1. [23] If (Xm1,κ1,τX) and(Ym2,κ2,τY) are KD-(κ1,κ2)-isomorphic, then

Hn(X)∼= Hn(Y) for all n ≥ 0.

3 Additivity for digital singular homology

Theorem 5.Let X= {a= (−1,0),b= (0,−1),c= (1,0),d = (0,1)} ⊂ Z
2. Then,

Hn(X) =

{
Z

4, n= 0,

0, n 6= 0.

Fig. 2

Proof.The Khalimsky topology onX coincides with the discrete topology. Thus if a singular map

σn : ∆n → X

is continuous, then it should be constant. Hence for alln, we get

Sn(X)∼= Z
4
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Ker ∂n
∼=

{
Z

4, n is odd,

0, n is even
and Im∂n

∼=

{
Z

4, n is even,

0, n is odd.

Hence we conclude that

Hn(X) =

{
Z

4, n= 0,

0, n 6= 0.

Theorem 6.If X is a path connected Khalimsky digital space, then H0(X)∼= Z.

Proof.Let X be a path connected space and|X|= n. From the end part of the singular complex

... // S1(X)
∂1

// S0(X)
∂0

// 0

we see thatZ0(X) ∼= S0(X) = Z
n. The proof will be completed if we show thatB0(X) = Z

n−1. We assign a graph forX
as follows: Consider the elements ofX as a vertex set and the singular 1-simplexesσ1’s as an edge set that connects the
vertexes to each other. Let’s call this graph asG (X). Note that each singular 1-simplexσn ∈ S1(X) is a path inX and ifX
is a path connected space, then the graph ofX will be a connected graph, moreover, the spanning tree (for more details,
see [1]) of this graph containsn−1 edges. HenceB0(X)∼= Z

n−1 andH0(X)∼= Z.

Theorem 7.Let X be a digital Khalimsky space and{Xα} be the set of the path components of X. Then for every n≥ 0,

Hn(Xα)∼= ∑
α

Hn(Xα).

Proof.Observe that each path componentXα induces a maximal connected subgraphG (Xα) of the graphG (X). Then for
eachσn ∈ Sn(X) the Imσn is a subset of the vertex set ofG (Xα). Therefore

SnX = ∑
α

Sn(Xα).

∂n(σn) is also contained in a vertex set ofG (Xα), as Imσn is. It follows that the boundary

∂n : Sn(X)→ Sn−1(X)

mapsSn(Xα) to Sn−1(Xα). Therefore we have the following direct sum decompositions

Zn(X) = ∑
α

Zn(Xα) and Bn(X) = Bn(X) = ∑
α

Bn(Xα)

and hence passing to the quotient groups, we get

Hn(X) = ∑
α

Hn(Xα)

for all n≥ 0.

4 Digital relative homology groups

Let A be a subspace of the Khalimsky spaceX and i : A →֒ X be the inclusion map. Then it can easily be checked that
i♯ : Sn(A)→ Sn(X) is a monomorphism. Consider the quotient group

Sn(X,A) := Sn(X)/Sn(A)
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calledn dimensional chain group of the pair(X,A). Since

∂n(Sn(A))⊂ Sn−1(A)

for the boundary operator
∂n : Sn(X)→ Sn−1(X),

then there is a homomorphism between the quotient groups

∂n : Sn(X,A)→ Sn−1(X,A)

induced by the original. Note that this induced homomorphism is also a boundary operator and hence∂n∂n+1 = 0. For
n≥ 0, define

Zn(X,A) := Ker ∂n = {s∈ Sn(X,A) : ∂n(s) = 0}

called the group ofn-dimensional cycles and

Bn(X,A) := Im ∂n+1 = {∂n+1(Sn+1(X,A))}

called the group ofn-dimensional boundaries. Then the quotient

Hn(X,A) = Zn(X,A)/Bn(X,A)

is calledthe n-dimensional relative homology groupsfor the pair(X,A).

Let the inclusion maps
i : A →֒ X and j : X → (X,A)

induce the homomorphisms
i♯ : Sn(A)→ Sn(X) and j♯ : Sn(X)→ Sn(X,A)

between the chain groups and
i∗ : Sn(A)→ Sn(X) and j∗ : Sn(X)→ Sn(X,A)

between the homology groups respectively. Then the homomorphism

dn : Hn(X,A)→ Hn−1(A)

defined by
clszn 7−→ clsi−1

n−1∂n j−1
n zn

is calledconnecting homomorphismof the pair(X,A). Then there’s an exact sequence of groups and homomorphismsfor
any pair(X,A):

...
j∗
// Hn+1(X,A)

∂∗
// Hn(A)

i∗
// Hn(X)

j∗
// Hn(X,A)

∂∗
// ...

The sequence is calledthe exact homology sequenceof the pair(X,A).

Theorem 8.Let X= {a= (0,0),b= (2,0),c= (1,1),d = (2,2)} ⊂ Z
2. Then the digital homology groups of X up to the

dimension2 are as follows:
H0(X)∼= Z, H1(X)∼= Z, H2(X) = 0 .
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Proof.Note that the Khalimsky topology onX is

τX = { /0,X,{c},{a,c},{c,b},{c,d},{a,b,c},{a,c,d},{b,c,d}}.

Fig. 3

Let A= {b,c} be a subset ofX. Then the Khalimsky topology onA induced byX is τA = { /0,A,{c}}.

To compute the homology groups of the pair(X,A) up to the dimension 2, we’ll start with computing the homology
groups ofA up to the dimension 2.S0(A) has basis

σ0
1 : e0 7→ b σ0

2 : e0 7→ c.

S1(A) has basis

σ1
1 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ b

σ1
2 : e0 7→ c

e1 7→ c

σ1
3 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ c.

S2(A) has basis

σ2
1 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ b

e2 7→ b

σ2
2 : e0 7→ c

e1 7→ c

e2 7→ c

σ2
3 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ b

e2 7→ c

σ2
4 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ c

e2 7→ c.

S3(A) has basis

σ3
1 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ b

e2 7→ b

e3 7→ b

σ3
5 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ b

e2 7→ c

e3 7→ c.

σ3
2 : e0 7→ c

e1 7→ c

e2 7→ c

e3 7→ c

σ3
3 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ b

e2 7→ c

e3 7→ c

σ3
4 : e0 7→ b

e1 7→ c

e2 7→ c

e3 7→ c

Then it’s clear thatS0(A)∼= Z
2, S1(A)∼= Z

3, S2(A)∼= Z
4, S3(A)∼= Z

5.
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Now we’ll determine the cycles and boundaries of each singular digital singularn-chains:

∂1 : S1(A)→ S0(A).

For σ1
i ∈ S1(A) we have a differential map

∂1(σ1
i ) = σ1

i (e1)−σ1
i (e0) i = 1,2,3.

The following are hold:

∂1(σ1
1 ) = 0, ∂1(σ1

2 ) = 0, ∂1(σ1
3 ) = σ0

2 −σ0
1 .

Then we get Im∂1
∼= Z and Ker∂1

∼= Z
2. Consider

∂2 : S2(A)→ S1(A).

For σ2
i ∈ S2(A) we have a differential map

∂2(σ2
i ) = σ2

i ([e1,e2])−σ2
i ([e0,e3])+σ2

i ([e0,e1]) i = 1,2,3,4.

The following are observed:

∂2(σ2
1 ) = σ1

1 , ∂2(σ2
2 ) = σ1

2 ∂2(σ2
3 ) = σ1

1 , ∂2(σ2
4 ) = σ1

2 .

From this observation, we get Im∂2
∼= Z

2 and Ker∂2
∼= Z

2. Consider

∂3 : S3(A)→ S2(A)

For σ3
i ∈ S3(A) we have a differential map

∂3(σ3
i ) = σ3

i ([e1,e2,e3])−σ3
i ([e0,e2,e3])+σ3

i ([e0,e1,e2])−σ3
i ([e0,e1,e2]) i = 1,2,3,4,5.

It’s clear that
∂3(σ3

1 ) = 0, ∂3(σ3
2 ) = 0, ∂3(σ3

3 ) = σ2
3 −σ2

1

∂3(σ3
4 ) = σ2

2 −σ2
4 , ∂3(σ3

5 ) = 0.

Thus we have
Im ∂3

∼= Z
2 and Ker∂3

∼= Z
3.

Then the digital singular homology groups ofA are as follows:

H0(A)∼= Z H1(A) = 0 H2(A) = 0.

Now from the exact sequence of the pair(X,A),

0 // 0 // H2(X,A) // 0 // Z // H1(X,A) // Z //

Z // H0(X,A) // 0
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we conclude that
H0(X,A)∼= Z H1(X,A)∼= Z H2(X,A) = 0.

Theorem 9. Let X = {a = (−1,0),b = (0,−1),c = (1,0),d = (0,1)} as in Theorem 5 and
A = {a = (−1,0),b = (0,−1)} ⊂ X. Then the induced topology on A is also discrete so that it can be easily verified
regarding the Theorem6 and Theorem7 that

Hn(A) =

{
Z

2, n= 0,

0, n 6= 0.

Proof.Define the continuous map
r : X → A

a 7−→ a, b 7−→ a, c 7−→ b, d 7−→ b
such thatr ◦ i = idA. Then we obtain thati∗ is injective. Thus the exact sequence

0 // Hn(A)
i∗

// Hn(X)
j∗

// Hn(X,A) // 0

splits. We conclude that

Hn(X,A) =

{
Z

2, n= 0,

0, n 6= 0
.

Let X be a digital Khalimsky space andX1,X2 be the subsets ofX. Consider the diagram such that all the maps are
inclusions:

(X1∩X2, /0)
i1

//

i2
��

(X1, /0)
p
//

g

��

(X1,X1∩X2)

h
��

(X2, /0)
f ′

// (X, /0) q
// (X,X2)

One can easily obtain analogue of Mayer-Vietoris theorem ofEuclidean Topology for a digital Khalimsky space (see
[21]).

Theorem 10.(Mayer-Vietoris) Let X be a digital Khalimsky space and X1,X2 be the subspaces of X with X= X◦
1 ∪X◦

2 .
Then there is an exact sequence

... // Hn(X1∩X2)
(i1∗,i2∗)

// Hn(X1)⊕Hn(X2)
g∗− j∗

// Hn(X)
dh−1

∗ q∗
// Hn−1(X1∩X2) // ...

where d is the connecting homomorphism of the pair(X1,X1∩X2).

We modify Excision axiom in Algebraic Topology for a digitalKhalimsky space (see [21]).

Theorem 11.(Excision) Let X be a digital Khalimsky space and X1,X2 be the subspaces of X with X= X◦
1 ∪X◦

2 . Then the
inclusion

j : (X1,X1∩X2)→ (X,X2)

induces isomorphisms
j∗ : Hn(X1,X1∩X2)→ Hn(X,X2)

for all n.
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Example 1.Let X = {a= (0,0),b= (2,0),c= (1,1),d = (2,2)} ⊂ Z
2 as in Example8. TakeX1 andX2 as{a,c,d} and

{b,c} respectively. ThenX1 andX2 satisfy the excision axioms, i.e., for alln≥ 0,

Hn({a,c,d},{c})∼= Hn(X,{b,c})

Hence the homology groups of the pair({a,c,d},{c}) up to the dimension 2 are as follows:

H0(X1,X1∩X2)∼= Z, H1(X1,X1∩X2)∼= Z, H2(X1,X1∩X2) = 0.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we define the digital relative singular homology groups and compute the relative homology groups of some
certain Khalimsky spaces. We have seen that the validity of additivity and excision can be used to compute the digital
homology groups of Khalimsky spaces with a less effort. The next work based on this paper is to investigate whether the
homotopy axiom is valid or not in the digital singular homology theory, to define the digital singular cohomology and to
compare the digital singular homology groups with the digital singular cohomology groups.
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